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• Real-time TDDFT
• DFT+U 
• Spin-orbit coupling (with fully relativistic projectors)
• Linear Response (DFPT)
• More choices of pseudopotentials (including Hamann)
• N-terminal TranSiesta

New Physics Features



• Major speedup of TranSiesta 
• OpenMP+MPI hybrid parallelism

• New diagonalizers: ELPA, MRRR
• + Memory savings in diagonalization

• Native PEXSI interface
• New FOE linear-scaling method (CheSS)
• ELSI interface

Performance Improvements

(Solvers)
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Figure 1. Arrangement of the poles encircling the eigenvalue spectrum while avoiding the non-analytic
regions. By courtesy of Chao Yang and Lin Lin.

The chemical potential µ has to yield the correct number of electrons Ne =
!

ρ(x)dx.

The pole expansion of the Fermi operator is a discretized complex contour integral

fβ(ϵi − µ) ≈ Im
P"

l=1

ωl

ϵi − (zl + µ)
(3)

The poles zl are the base points and the ωl the corresponding weights of the contour, which is chosen
to encircle the spectrum while excluding the non-analytic regions (figure 1).

This representation needs a relatively small number of poles P , which grows with the inverse
temperature β and the spectrum width ∆E like O(log(β ∆E)).

Based on this expansion one can derive the following expression for the density ρ in the real space
basis of the atomic orbital basis functions φi

ρ̂(x) ≈
"

ij

φi(x) Im

#
P
"

l=1

ωl

H − (zl + µ)S

$

% &' (

γij

φj(x) (4)

The chemical potential µ is an additional parameter, which has to be set to give the correct number
of electrons

Ne =

)

ρ(x)dx (5)

For building the inverse (H − (zl + µ)S)−1 = A−1 only selected elements are calculated, using the
method of selected inversion, which is based on a triangular factorization. In case of a symmetric
A, this decomposition can be LDLT . Extracting the first column and row of the matrices, they can
be written as

A =

*

a bT

b Â

+

(A =)LDLT =

*
1
l L̂

+*
α

Â− bbT /α

+*

1 lT

L̂

+ (6)

The inversion is based on the recursive scheme

A−1 =

*

α−1 + lTS−1l −lTS−1

−S−1l S−1

+

(7)

Due to the sparsity also the vectors l will be sparse, but with some additional fill-in, depending on the
factorization and preprocessing. Elements lTS−1l corresponding to zero-entries of l will also be zero,
and don’t need to be computed.
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⇢̂ = One inversion per pole

Use of a very efficient 
Selected Inversion algorithm

PEXSI: Pole Expansion plus Selected Inversion
(Lin Lin, Chao Yang, LBNL)

BSC 2

1. Introduction

PEXSI is the name of a method that uses a pole expansion representation of the fermi operator
[1] to avoid the diagonalization usually needed in DFT codes. This representation would also yield
the critical O(n3) scaling with the system size, but when dealing with sparse matrices, the selected
inversion algorithm [2, 3] reduces the order to O(n2) for 3D systems and even further for systems with
reduced dimensionality. The implementation of this method is also called PEXSI, and PPEXSI is its
parallel version.

Siesta [4, 5] is a DFT code using localized orbitals as base functions, which results in sparse
Hamiltonian and overlap matrices. Thus this software is particularly interesting for spatially sparse
physical problems. Unfortunately the most powerful, reliable, and general eigenvalue solver, and thus
used in Siesta, is provided by ScaLAPACK, which does neither take advantage of the sparsity of the
matrices, nor does it scale well.

Siesta with PEXSI as solver can be a powerful combination because

• due to the better scaling with the system size (weak scaling) very big problems can be solved

• PEXSI has the potential for parallelization on two levels, enabling an efficient use of tens of
thousands of processors (strong scaling)

• data from SCF and MD iterations can be used for following iterations, which makes long running
calculations more efficient

These effects together make new classes of cutting edge physical problems approachable.

2. The PEXSI method

The algorithm’s name “PEXSI” reflects its two main ingredients: Pole EXpansion and Selected
Inversion.

The basic idea is to avoid diagonalization of the Hamiltonian with its unfavorable O(N3) scaling by
computing the density matrix directly from the Fermi operator. An efficient representation of the Fermi
operator is given by the pole expansion presented in [1]. For evaluating a term in this representation, a
matrix constructed from the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices needs to be inverted, which is basically
also an O(N3) operation. But when dealing with sparse matrices, like the ones generated from Siesta,
the selected inversion algorithm [2] reduces this order by calculating only the elements that are really
needed.

For sufficiently big problems PEXSI gives the following weak scaling:
(quasi-)1D: O(N)
(quasi-)2D: O(N3/2)

3D: O(N2)

2.1. Theory

The central element in DFT is the the electron density ρ̂(x) being the diagonal of the density matrix

γ̂(x, x′) =
∞!

i=1

ψi(x)fβ(ϵi − µ)ψ⋆
i (x

′) (1)

with the orbitals ψi(x) and their occupation given by the Fermi-Dirac function

fβ(ϵi − µ) =
2

1 + eβ(ϵi−µ)
(2)
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(Due to sparsity of
the target density matrix)

Trivially parallelizable over poles
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3.3.2. Systems examined

MoS-BN is with its 638 atoms still relatively small, but interesting to compare with DNA. These
systems have roughly the same size, but due to the denser packing of the atoms in the layered system,
its fraction of nonzeros is much larger.

The basic C-BN-C unit cell used here is the smallest one possible for this combination of materials,
but contains already about 2500 atoms. To simulate larger problems, as well as for doing a weak
scaling analysis, supercells containing 2x2 and 4x2 unit cells were constructed.

Figure 3. Visualization of the C-BN-C example. On the left hand side a single unit cell is shown, on
the right hand side a magnified top-view of a part of it, displaying the effect of the slightly differing

atomic distances.
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quasi-2D C-BN structures, up to 13000 atoms

Some test systems

A repeated DNA strand (up to 18000 atoms) (1D)

A box of water molecules (3D)

rhoofd and vmat, in which pieces of the density matrix
and the Hamiltonian, respectively, are passed around.

Figure 2b represents this state of affairs as a graph of

processes with fully connected nodes. The edges represent
portions of data held by each processor, which are sent to

others. In this case, the data are sent to all other processors,
so that many unnecessary data transfers are carried out in
the network.

Workload imbalance, even if relatively small, can lead

to gross inefficiencies in parallel operation, typically
manifested in a reduced speed-up when the number of

processors is increased, i.e., reduced scalability. The same

is true of the abuse of all-to-all communication patterns. To
correct these inefficiencies, we have developed new

approaches to the problems of mesh distribution and

communication scheduling.

3.1 Balanced mesh distribution

The key to the choice of an adequate mesh distribution

among processors is the use of a weight function that

represents the amount of work associated to each mesh
point. Seen in this light, the uniform distribution used in the

original version is appropriate only if the weight is the

same for all points, as is the case in the poison routine,
which basically performs an FFT on the data on the grid. In

general, though, the amount of calculation in each mesh

point is different and, crucially, depends on the type of
operation to be performed. Therefore, a properly load-

balanced calculation will need not just one, but several

distributions, which will alternate during the execution of
the driver program. Routine cellxc involves a bi-valued

weight function: 1 if the mesh point is touched by any basis

orbital, and 0 otherwise (when there is no charge density to
process). Routines vmat and rhoofd need a weight

function proportional to the square of the number of

orbitals touching the point, since the operations to be
performed involve pairs of orbitals. Only poison has a

flat weight, as described above.

So, SIESTA needs three different distributions for the grid
operations. For a given weight function, each processor is

assigned a parallelepipedic portion of the real-space grid,

determined using a recursive bisection algorithm [31], (see
Fig. 4a), which at each step creates new sub-domains

corresponding to regions of approximately equal compu-

tational cost.

3.2 Efficient communication scheduling

In order to improve the efficiency of the communications,

these are pre-scheduled. The pattern of communication can

be represented as before as a graph (of processes) in which
nodes represent processes and edges communication

between them (Fig. 4b). Rather than using indiscriminate

all-to-all broadcasts, as in Fig. 2b, it pays to consider in
detail the specific communication events really needed to

redistribute the appropriate pieces of the density matrix and

the Hamiltonian among the processors that need them to
complete mesh operations (in routines rhoofd and vmat,
respectively). With the use of these point-to-point com-

munications, the graph is no longer fully connected.
Furthermore, it becomes possible to schedule commu-

nications in such a way that those involving disjoint sets of

processors can take place at the same time. Our scheduling
algorithm uses the dual graph (of communications) pic-

tured to the right in Fig. 4b, in which nodes now represent

communication events and edges the processors involved,
so two nodes are connected by an edge if the same pro-

cessor is needed for the two communication events.

The search for concurrency opportunities in communica-
tion is now equivalent to the problem of colouring the

graph with the minimum number of colours in such a way

Fig. 3 QM–MM simulation
boxes with liquid water at
uniform density. Only the QM
molecules are shown. In a the
QM molecules are located in the
central area, while the MM
molecules are in the
surrounding region. In b the
distribution of QM and MM
molecules is uniform

Theor Chem Acc
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Georg Huhs, BSC
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B. Accuracy of the SIESTA-PEXSI approach

For one insulating and one metallic system (The size
of such system does not need to be very large), show the
accuracy of the PEXSI approach compared to the result
from diagonalization with increasing number of poles, af-
ter the SCF iteration.

C. E�ciency of the SIESTA-PEXSI approach

The sets of DNA and C-BN examples are the base
for examining the growth of the computational cost with
system size (weak scaling) as well as the increase of the
solution time with the number of processors (strong scal-
ing). The analysis is based on the time for the calculating
the first SCF step, including the setup of the Hamilto-
nian and, in case of diagonalization, computation of the
density matrix based on the results of the ScaLAPACK
eigenvalue solver. PEXSI uses 40 poles, which requires
for all systems two inertia counts and one µ iteration. In
subsequent SCF iterations information about the chem-
ical potential can be used for lowering the number of
inertia counts or even completely omitting it, reducing
the time per iteration even further.

Siesta-PEXSI is particularly suitable for high perfor-
mance computing, since the two levels of parallelization
allow using a large number processors e�ciently. The
total number of processes can be varied by tuning the
number of processes per pole (ppp) and the number of
poles treated in parallel. The e↵ect of both is demon-
strated in figure 2 for the largest DNA and C-BN sys-
tems examined. Configurations using the same ppp are
connected with lines and show very good scaling. The
first point on each line represents no parallelization over
poles, while the last point corresponds to full paralleliza-
tion. The ine�ciencies in this regime mainly come from
the symbolic factorization. This part can use only a lim-
ited number of processors smaller than ppp and thus does
not scale at all, a↵ecting the performance notable. This
is only a technical issue, related to the libraries currently
used, and will be resolved in future. Then the time for
symbolic factorization will play a only a marginal role.

Increasing the number of processors per pole, demon-
strated by points with the same number of poles treated
in parallel, allows reducing the time even further, but
scales less e�cient than the pole-parallelization. [LL:
Why is this the case? For C-BN it seems that the scaling
from 144ppp to 400ppp reduces the wall clock time by a
factor of 2, which is reasonably good.]

Due to the similar numbers of orbitals of both ex-
amples, diagonalization times are alike, but throughout
the tests much higher than the sulution times of Siesta-
PEXSI. In the case of C-BN

0.00 the Siesta-PEXSI ap-
proach is one order of magnitude faster and allows an
e�cient use of more than 10000 cores, while the scalig
of diagonalization is limited to about half of this. For
DNA-25 less processors per pole are used since this ex-

ample features sparser matrices. On the other hand this
sparsity makes the solver work two orders of magnitude
faster than diagonalization.
Another consequence of PEXSI dealing only with

sparse matrices is the smaller demand of memory. While
on Edison the memory of at least 1000 cores is needed
for ScaLAPACK, Siesta-PEXSI needs only 144 cores for
C-BN

0.00 and 64 for DNA-25. In the case of DNA even
this minimal configuration is more than four times faster
than diagonalization with 5120 processors.

FIG. 2. Strong scaling of C-BN0.00 and DNA-25 based on
the total time for the first SCF step. The various lines for
PEXSI result from using di↵erent numbers of processors per
pole (ppp), while the points on each curve belong to compu-
tations with 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 40 poles in parallel.

PEXSI’s beneficial scaling with the system size, as de-
scribed in section IIC, guarantees that for large enough
systems Siesta-PEXSI will always be faster than diag-
onalization. The scaling of the computational cost is
demonstrated for DNA and C-BN in figure 3.
In all tests full parallelization over poles is used. In

this configuration the influence of the symbolic factoriza-
tion would change the character of the method. Because
in future this influence will be negligible, the time for
symbolic factorization is not taken into account for the
analysis.
The numbers of processes for each system size are cho-

sen to be an e�cient trade-o↵ of reducing the time to
solution while keeping the cost, which increases with the
number of processes due to ine�ciencies, as small as pos-
sible. Following this guideline it turns out, that for C-
BN one can use more processors with Siesta-PEXSI than
with ScaLAPACK. This also means, that the advantage
of Siesta-PEXSI in terms of solution-time is even larger
than the benefit of cost. For very sparse problems, like
the largest DNA examples, the amount of processors that
can be used is similar for both methods, but Siesta-
PEXSI is about two orders of magnitude faster. More
details are listed in table II.
The analysis shows, besides Siesta-PEXSI’s favorable

Strong scaling

170,000 orbs

180,000 orbs

1D, sp=0.27%

2D, sp=0.91%



Weak scaling

H2O

Diag



Polynomial representation of the Fermi-Dirac 
function: Fermi Operator Expansion (FOE)

the density matrix. Two possible representations
based on a Chebyshev expansion and a rational ex-
pansion will be discussed.

• The Fermi operator projection (FOP) is closely re-
lated to the FOE method. The computable form of
F is not, however, used to construct the entire den-
sity matrix but to find the space spanned by the oc-
cupied states, i.e., the space corresponding to the
eigenfunctions associated with the unit eigenvalues
of the density matrix at zero temperature. These
eigenfunctions can be considered as Wannier func-
tions in the generalized sense defined above.

• In the divide-and-conquer (DC) method for the den-
sity matrix, the relevant parts of the density matrix
are patched together from pieces that were calcu-
lated for smaller subsystems.

• In the density-matrix minimization (DMM) ap-
proach, one finds the density matrix by a minimiza-
tion of an energy expression based on the density
matrix.

• In the orbital minimization approach (OM), one
finds a set of Wannier functions by minimization of
an energy expression.

• The optimal basis density-matrix minimization
scheme (OBDMM) contains aspects of both the OM
and DMM methods. In addition to finding a density
matrix with respect to the basis, one also finds an
optimal basis by additional minimization steps. The
number of basis functions has to be at least equal to
the number of electrons in the system, but can be
larger as well.

A major difference between these methods is whether
they calculate the full density matrix or only its repre-
sentation in terms of Wannier functions. The latter ap-
proach applies only to insulators, while the former is
also applicable to systems with fractional occupation
numbers [i.e., f(!n) is neither 1 nor 0] such as metals or
systems at finite electronic temperature.

In the following each of these six approaches will be
presented in detail.

A. The Fermi operator expansion

The Fermi operator expansion (FOE) (Goedecker
and Colombo, 1994a; Goedecker and Teter, 1995) is the
most straightforward approach for the calculation of the
density matrix. The basic idea in this approach is to find
a representation of the matrix function (19) that can be
evaluated on a computer. Several such representations
are possible. We shall discuss a Chebyshev and a ratio-
nal representation.

1. The Chebyshev Fermi operator expansion

One of the most basic operations a computer can do is
a matrix-times-vector multiplication. The simplest repre-
sentation of the density matrix, requiring only this op-
eration, would be a polynomial representation,

F"p#H $!c0I"c1H"c2H2"¯"cnpl
Hnpl,

where I is the identity matrix. Unfortunately polynomi-
als of high degree become numerically unstable. This
instability can, however, be avoided by introducing a
Chebyshev polynomial representation, which is a widely
used numerical method (Press et al., 1986):

p#H $!
c0

2
I"%

j!1

npl

cjTj#H $. (42)

Since the Chebyshev polynomials are defined only
within the interval &#1:1' , we shall assume in the fol-
lowing that the eigenvalue spectrum of H falls within
this interval. This can always be easily achieved by scal-
ing and shifting of the original Hamiltonian. The Cheby-
shev matrix polynomials Tj(H) satisfy the recursion re-
lations

T0#H $!I , (43)

T1#H $!H , (44)

Tj"1#H $!2HTj#H $#Tj#1#H $. (45)

The expansion coefficients of the Chebyshev expansion
can easily be determined. The eigenfunction representa-
tion [Eq. (21)] of F is

()n!F!)m*!f#!n$+n ,m . (46)

Evaluating the polynomial expansion in the same eigen-
function representation, we obtain

()n!p#H $!)m*!p#!n$+n ,m , (47)

where

p#!$!
c0

2
"%

j!1

npl

cjTj#!$. (48)

Comparing Eqs. (46) and (47), we see that the polyno-
mial p(!) has to approximate the Fermi distribution in
the energy interval &#1:1' where the scaled and shifted
Hamiltonian has its eigenvalues. How to find the Cheby-
shev expansion coefficients for a scalar function is de-
scribed in standard textbooks on numerical analysis
(Press et al., 1986). Actually it is not necessary to take
the exact Fermi distribution. In practically all situations
one is interested in the limit of zero temperature. Hence
any function that approaches a step function in the limit
of zero temperature can be used. For simulations of in-
sulators, for instance, it is advantageous to take the func-
tion f(!)! 1

2 ,1#erf&(!#-)/.!'/ (shown in Fig. 7) since it
decays faster to 0 respectively 1 away from the chemical
potential. We shall use the term Fermi distribution in
this broader sense. The energy resolution .! is chosen to
be a certain fraction of the size of the gap (Goedecker
and Teter, 1995). For metals, .! is chosen by consider-
ations of numerical convenience. Large values of .! will
give lower-accuracy results. However, as pointed out be-
fore, the convergence of the total energy with respect to
.! is quadratic, and thus highly accurate total energies
can be obtained with rather high values of .!
(Goedecker and Teter, 1995). Small values of .! make
the calculation numerically expensive. The detailed scal-
ing behavior of the numerical effort in the limit of van-
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(Chebyshev polynomials used for stability)

Calculation of the DM involves only 
(sparse) matrix-vector multiplications

enough. Since the approximate formula can be evalu-
ated with order nplnDMb operations, it might actually
be preferable to do so. In a molecular dynamics simula-
tion, the largest deviations in the conservation of the
total energy come from events in which atoms enter or
leave localization regions, and this kind of error is not
taken into account by either force formula.

All the above force formulas were derived for the case
in which we have a constant chemical potential and in
which the polynomial representing the Fermi distribu-
tion thus does not change. Frequently, however, one
wants to do simulations for a fixed number of electrons
rather than for a fixed chemical potential. In this case
one has to readjust the chemical potential for each new
atomic configuration. The chemical potential is thus a
function of all the atomic positions !!!(R"), but the
explicit functional form of this dependence is not
known. The force formula can also be adapted to this
case (Roberts and Clancy, 1998). Ignoring the above
warnings and again using trace notation for simplicity,
we have

EBS!Tr#Hp$H"!I %& (59)

Nel!Tr#p$H"!I %& (60)

and consequently

dEBS

dR"
!Tr! $Hp!#p %

'H
'R"

""Tr#$Hp!%&
'!

'R"
, (61)

dNel

dR"
!Tr!p!

'H
'R"

""Tr#p!&
'!

'R"
. (62)

Since dNel /dR" has to be equal to zero, we can solve
Eq. (62) for '!/'R" and insert it into Eq. (61) to obtain
the force under the constraint of a constant number of
electrons.

Let us finally derive a force formula for the case in
which a local charge neutrality condition is enforced
(Kress et al., 1998). The motivation for this approach is
that in non-self-consistent tight-binding calculations one
frequently finds an unphysically large transfer of charge
between atoms. In a self-consistent calculation the elec-
trostatic potential, built up by a charge transfer, is coun-
teracting a further charge flow and thus limits charge
transfer to reasonably small values. Some tight-binding
schemes (Horsfield, Godwin, et al., 1996) enforce a so-
called local charge neutrality condition requiring that
the total charge associated with an atom in a molecule
or solid be equal to the charge of the isolated atom. This
is done by determining a potential offset u" for each
atom " in the system which will ensure this neutrality.
The total Hamiltonian H of the system is then given by
H0#U , where H0 is the Hamiltonian without any po-
tential bias and U a diagonal matrix containing the
atomic potential offsets u" . The band-structure energy
is given by

EBS!Tr#$H0#U %p$H0#U %&"(
"

Q"u" , (63)

where the term containing the atomic valence charges
Q" has been subtracted to make the expression invari-
ant under the application of a uniform potential bias to
all atoms in the system. Expressed in terms of the den-
sity matrix, the local charge neutrality condition be-
comes

(
l

p$H %" ,l ;" ,l!Q" . (64)

In Eq. (64) we have labeled the basis functions by a
composite index, where " indicates on which atom the
basis function is centered, and where l describes the
character of the atom-centered basis function. If we
have carbon atoms, for which Q"!4, l would, for in-
stance, denote the four orbitals 2s , 2px , 2py , 2pz . Us-
ing Eq. (64), Eq. (63) then simplifies to

EBS!Tr#H0p$H0#U %& . (65)

Taking the derivative, we get

dEBS

dR"
!(

)

'EBS

'u)

'u)

'R"
#

'EBS

'R"
, (66)

where

'EBS

'u)
!Tr!H0p!$H %

'H
'u)

" . (67)

As discussed above, the matrix p!(H) is close to zero in
an insulator at sufficiently low temperature and can of-
ten be neglected. The forces are therefore approxi-
mately given by

dEBS

dR"
!Tr!H0p$H %

'H
'R"

" . (68)

It has to be pointed out that to get sufficiently high ac-
curacy the degree of the polynomial has to be higher
than in the tight-binding case without local charge neu-
trality.

In general, the degree npl of the polynomial needed to
represent the Fermi distribution is proportional to

npl*
+max"+min

,+
. (69)

This follows from the fact that the nth-order Chebyshev
polynomial has n roots and so a resolution that is
roughly proportional to 1/n . For the usual tight-binding
Hamiltonians the ratio in Eq. (69) is not very large, and
for silicon and carbon systems without gap states poly-
nomials of degree 50 are sufficient if no local charge
neutrality is enforced. In contexts other than tight-
binding this ratio can, however, be fairly large and poly-
nomial representation would become very inefficient.

2. The rational Fermi operator expansion

If very high order polynomials would be needed, a
rational representation of the density matrix
(Goedecker, 1995) is more efficient:

F!(
-

w-

H"z-
. (70)
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warnings and again using trace notation for simplicity,
we have

EBS!Tr#Hp$H"!I %& (59)

Nel!Tr#p$H"!I %& (60)

and consequently

dEBS

dR"
!Tr! $Hp!#p %

'H
'R"

""Tr#$Hp!%&
'!

'R"
, (61)

dNel

dR"
!Tr!p!

'H
'R"

""Tr#p!&
'!

'R"
. (62)

Since dNel /dR" has to be equal to zero, we can solve
Eq. (62) for '!/'R" and insert it into Eq. (61) to obtain
the force under the constraint of a constant number of
electrons.

Let us finally derive a force formula for the case in
which a local charge neutrality condition is enforced
(Kress et al., 1998). The motivation for this approach is
that in non-self-consistent tight-binding calculations one
frequently finds an unphysically large transfer of charge
between atoms. In a self-consistent calculation the elec-
trostatic potential, built up by a charge transfer, is coun-
teracting a further charge flow and thus limits charge
transfer to reasonably small values. Some tight-binding
schemes (Horsfield, Godwin, et al., 1996) enforce a so-
called local charge neutrality condition requiring that
the total charge associated with an atom in a molecule
or solid be equal to the charge of the isolated atom. This
is done by determining a potential offset u" for each
atom " in the system which will ensure this neutrality.
The total Hamiltonian H of the system is then given by
H0#U , where H0 is the Hamiltonian without any po-
tential bias and U a diagonal matrix containing the
atomic potential offsets u" . The band-structure energy
is given by

EBS!Tr#$H0#U %p$H0#U %&"(
"

Q"u" , (63)

where the term containing the atomic valence charges
Q" has been subtracted to make the expression invari-
ant under the application of a uniform potential bias to
all atoms in the system. Expressed in terms of the den-
sity matrix, the local charge neutrality condition be-
comes

(
l

p$H %" ,l ;" ,l!Q" . (64)

In Eq. (64) we have labeled the basis functions by a
composite index, where " indicates on which atom the
basis function is centered, and where l describes the
character of the atom-centered basis function. If we
have carbon atoms, for which Q"!4, l would, for in-
stance, denote the four orbitals 2s , 2px , 2py , 2pz . Us-
ing Eq. (64), Eq. (63) then simplifies to

EBS!Tr#H0p$H0#U %& . (65)

Taking the derivative, we get

dEBS

dR"
!(

)

'EBS

'u)

'u)

'R"
#

'EBS

'R"
, (66)

where

'EBS

'u)
!Tr!H0p!$H %

'H
'u)

" . (67)

As discussed above, the matrix p!(H) is close to zero in
an insulator at sufficiently low temperature and can of-
ten be neglected. The forces are therefore approxi-
mately given by

dEBS

dR"
!Tr!H0p$H %

'H
'R"

" . (68)

It has to be pointed out that to get sufficiently high ac-
curacy the degree of the polynomial has to be higher
than in the tight-binding case without local charge neu-
trality.

In general, the degree npl of the polynomial needed to
represent the Fermi distribution is proportional to

npl*
+max"+min

,+
. (69)

This follows from the fact that the nth-order Chebyshev
polynomial has n roots and so a resolution that is
roughly proportional to 1/n . For the usual tight-binding
Hamiltonians the ratio in Eq. (69) is not very large, and
for silicon and carbon systems without gap states poly-
nomials of degree 50 are sufficient if no local charge
neutrality is enforced. In contexts other than tight-
binding this ratio can, however, be fairly large and poly-
nomial representation would become very inefficient.

2. The rational Fermi operator expansion

If very high order polynomials would be needed, a
rational representation of the density matrix
(Goedecker, 1995) is more efficient:

F!(
-

w-

H"z-
. (70)
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Many terms are typically needed



CheSS linear-scaling library based on FOE method
Siesta interface

(Stephan Mohr, BSC)

Break-even point depends on 
cardinality of basis set.

Tighter bases lead to smaller 
spectrum and larger sparsity.

Parallel scalability

Hybrid OpenMP+MPI parallelization

Scaling



Future: Solving or Circumventing the Eigenvalue Problem

... in one library? Work in Progress:
“ELSI” - Electronic Structure Infrastructure (NSF-SI2)

VB, Duke

Jianfeng Lu, Duke

Lin Lin, Berkeley

Chao Yang, LBL
Alvaro Vazquez-
Mayagoitia, ANL

Electronic Structure Code

H, S, ... ε, c, D
ELSI interface

ELPA Orbital Minimi- 
zation Method

PEXSI
Dense Eigensolver
O(N3)
up to ~1,000s of 
atoms

O
th

er
s 

(F
ut

ur
e)

Sparse or dense
O(N3)
1,000s of atoms

Density matrix & 
reduced scaling
O(N2) at most
>1,000s of atoms

ε, c D D, DOS

HPC platform optimization (distrib. SMP, GPU, manycore)

http://elsi-interchange.org

Fabiano Corsetti, 
London

Initiative to integrate solver interfaces

Coordinator:
Volker Blum

+CheSS, SIP solvers



• SIESTA is now interfaced to ELSI

• Use of the “get DM” scheme with matrices in the 
native Siesta sparse format. 

• k-points and spin polarization (with fully split 
communicator) 

• PEXSI solver is missing entropy contribution. 

Collaboration with Victor Yu of Duke 



TranSIESTA performance
(work by Nick Papior)

Multi-terminal simulations

WORKSHOP ANNOUNCEMENT 
    "Multi-electrode nanoscale transport with non-equilibrium Green’s functions: From tight-binding to DFT" 
will be held in Denmark, DTU Nanotech (Lyngby) 20-23 of November 2018. 



• Portable object framework for added flexibility
• AiiDA plugin interface
• Hamann pseudopotentials through PSML format
• NETCDF-4 file format for large datasets.
• Lua-based scripting framework
• New post-processing tools (SISL package)

Modularization and Interoperability



New “object” framework for cleaner code

Sparsity
norbs
nnz

numh
listh

DM

*
Dscf(:,nspin)

Hamiltonian

*
H(:,nspin)

A single “sparsity” structure
can be used for any sparse matrix
in the program



 DM geom 1

*
Dscf(:,nspin)

*
Dscf(:,nspin)

*
Dscf(:,nspin)

*
Dscf(:,nspin)

 DM geom 2  DM geom 3  DM geom 4

DM
Geom

DM
Geom

DM
Geom

DM
Geom

Extrapolator stack

No need to keep track of numh_old, numh_old2, numh_old3…
Data structures re-use data transparently through safe pointers
Basic elements use reference-counting for safe deallocation.

Idea adapted from various sources by Alberto García 
Abstracted into a library (“buds”) by Nick Papior 

http://github.com/siesta-project/buds



Lua scripting

Siesta
Lua Script

Get forces

(Compute optimal
next positions)

Push coordinates

(Work by Nick Papior)

Embedded Lua interpreter

Lua is a powerful, efficient, lightweight, embeddable scripting language.



Lua
How it works?

xyz

V
F
...

fortran

1.

Lua

xyz

F

Lua

Lua call:
get info{"xyz", "F"}

copy

copy

2.

xyz0

F0

Lua
Process

3.

xyz0

F

fortran

Lua call:
send info{"xyz"}

send

4.
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Siesta

Implementation details
1 Populate a dictionary with variables exposed to Lua (pointers!)
2 Define state-positions in the code where Lua-fortran exchange may happen
3 Call Lua function at each state

type(dict) :: options

options = options // &
('MD.MaxDispl'.kvp.dxmax)

options = options // &
('MD.MaxForceTol'.kvp.ftol)

options = options // &
('SCF.DM.Converge'.kvp.converge_DM)

options = options // &
('SCF.DM.Tolerance'.kvp.dDtol)

! ...
! >100 variables accessible
! One line per variable
! Pointers stored
! I.e. pointer memory overhead!

integer :: LUA_INITIALIZE = 1
integer :: LUA_INIT_MD = 2
integer :: LUA_SCF_LOOP = 3
integer :: LUA_FORCES = 4
integer :: LUA_MOVE = 5
integer :: LUA_ANALYSIS = 6

! (minimal) function called
! at every state
subroutine slua_call(LUA, state)

type(luaState) :: LUA
integer :: state
call lua_run(LUA, &

code='siesta_comm()')
end subroutine

! Communicate with lua
...
call slua_call(LUA, LUA_SCF_LOOP)
...
call slua_call(LUA, LUA_MOVE)

-- Function called at every Siesta state
function siesta_comm()

-- Define default return table
local ret_tbl = {}

--[[
Retrieve siesta information.
Do communication with fortran

--]]
siesta.receive({'MD.MaxDispl',

'SCF.DM.Tolerance'})

if siesta.state == siesta.SCF_LOOP then

siesta:print("... In SCF...")
ret_tbl = scf(siesta)

end

if siesta.state == siesta.MOVE then

siesta:print("...At atomic movement...")
ret_tbl = siesta_move(siesta)

end

siesta.send(ret_tbl)
end
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Lua
Simple example

program main
use flook
type(luaState) :: lua
! Open new lua state.
call lua_init(lua)
! Register fortran functions to Lua functions
call lua_register(lua,"get_info", pass_info)
! Run a Lua file
call lua_run(lua,'tbl.lua')
call lua_run(lua, code = 'hello_world()')
call lua_close(lua)

contains

function pass_info(state) result(npush) bind(c)
use, intrinsic :: iso_c_binding, only: c_ptr, c_int

type(c_ptr), value :: state
! Number of return values (zero here)
integer(c_int) :: npush
type(luaState) :: lua
type(luaTbl) :: tbl
call lua_init(lua,state)

! Open table named "struct"
tbl = lua_table(lua, 'struct')
call lua_open(tbl, 'test.tmp.a')
! Set "struct.test.tmp.a.size = 3"
call lua_set(tbl, 'size', 3)

call lua_close_tree(tbl)
npush = 0

end function pass_info
end program

Welcome flook!
The fortran-lua-hook!

-- Define the table we want to exchange with fortran
-- Initially it is not populated with anything
struct = {}

-- Call "pass_info" in the fortran code and
-- define values in the "struct" table.
get_info()

-- A function in Lua (called in Fortran)
function hello_world()

print('Hello world from Lua')
end

VERY SIMPLE!
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Lua scripting

Siesta
Lua Script

Get forces

(Compute optimal
next positions)

Push coordinates

No need to recompile Siesta to try new algorithms
Vision: User-contributed library of Lua scripts 

  http://github.com/siesta-project/flos

(Work by Nick Papior)

Embedded Lua interpreter

http://github.com/siesta-project/flos


<header atomic-label="Ba" atomic-number="56." z-pseudo="10."
 flavor="Hamann's oncvpsp" relativity="dirac" polarized="no"
 core-corrections=“no">

<exchange-correlation>
<annotation oncvpsp-xc-code="3" oncvpsp-xc-type="LDA"
 oncvpsp-xc-authors="Ceperley-Alder PZ" />
<libxc-info number-of-functionals="2">
<functional name="XC_LDA_X" type="XC_EXCHANGE" id="1" />
<functional name="XC_LDA_C_PZ" type="XC_CORRELATION" id="9" />
</libxc-info>
</exchange-correlation>

<valence-configuration total-valence-charge="10.">
<shell n="5" l="s" occupation="2." />
<shell n="5" l="p" occupation="6." />
<shell n="6" l="s" occupation="2." />
</valence-configuration>

</header>

XC and Configuration Metadata

LibXC almost-standard 
functional identification

Explicit record of valence 
states used for generation

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<psml version="0.8" energy_unit="hartree" length_unit=“bohr">

<provenance creator="ONCVPSP-3.2.2+psml" date="2015-09-05">
<input-file name="oncvpsp-input">
# …
# atsym, z, nc, nv, iexc   psfile
    Ba  56.0   9   3   3   psp8
...
</input-file>
...
</provenance>

Provenance

Full echo of input file 
for reproducibility

Other provenance  
elements can be added 

PSML format and library for norm-conserving pseudopotentials



• PSML files can be produced by: 

• ATOM (Siesta’s own ps generator) 

• ONCVPSP (D. Hamann’s multiprojector code) 

• (in progress: translation of  UPF pseudos) 

• PSML pseudopotential fioles can be used by: 

• Abinit and SIESTA



PSML format available



Siesta AiiDA interface

Siesta Plugin + Several workflows:
Relaxation, Bands, STM simulation

http://aiida-siesta-plugin.readthedocs.io

Automated Interactive Infrastructure 
and Database for Computational Science

Developed by N. Marzari’s group at EPFL and others



Code (1603)
'siesta-4.0-new'

WorkCalculation (3150)

code

Bool (3151)

CREATE

Int (3152)

CREATE

ParameterData (3153)

CREATE

ParameterData (3154)

CREATE

KpointsData (3155)
2x2x2 (+0.0,0.0,0.0)

CREATE

ParameterData (3156)

CREATE

ParameterData (3157)

CREATE

WorkCalculation (3158)

CALL

STMCalculation (3170)
 FINISHED

CALL

ArrayData (3174)

stm_array

StructureData (3166)
CH

output_structure

Str (3148)

protocol

Code (2845)
'plstm-4.0'

stm_code

StructureData (3149)
CH

structure

clean_workdir max_iterationsparameters basis kpoints

SiestaCalculation (3162)
 FINISHED

kpoints

settings options

output_structure

CALL

ParameterData (3165)

output_parameters

RemoteData (3163)

remote_folder

FolderData (3164)

retrieved

stm_array

RemoteData (3171)

remote_folder

FolderData (3172)

retrieved

ParameterData (3173)

output_parameters

output_structure output_parameters remote_folderretrieved

ArrayData (3167)

output_array

parent_calc_folder

STM image of benzene molecule



Several pieces of code abstracted into libraries 
(and contributed to the ESL): 

libGridXC, libfdf, xmlf90, fdict, flook…

SIESTA has taken new impulse and 
is a good laboratory for new ideas



• Nick R. Papior (top developer: Various very important 
contributions). 

• Stephan Mohr (BSC): CheSS library 

• Ramón Cuadrado: Spin-orbit coupling implementation. 

• Sergio Illera, Miguel Pruneda: Linear response 

• Rafi Ullah, Emilio Artacho: TD-DFT 

• Daniel Sánchez-Portal, Javier Junquera: DFT+U 

• Vladimir Dikan: AiiDA workflows

Credits


